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To assess airway and lung parenchymal damage noninvasively in cystic fibrosis (CF), chest MRI has

been historically out of the scope of routine clinical imaging because of technical difficulties such as

low proton density and respiratory and cardiac motion. However, technological breakthroughs

have emerged that dramatically improve lung MRI quality (including signal-to-noise ratio, reso-

lution, speed, and contrast). At the same time, novel treatments have changed the landscape of CF

clinical care. In this contemporary context, there is now consensus that lung MRI can be used

clinically to assess CF in a radiation-free manner and to enable quantification of lung disease

severity. MRI can now achieve three-dimensional, high-resolution morphologic imaging, and

beyond this morphologic information, MRI may offer the ability to sensitively differentiate active

inflammation vs scarring tissue. MRI could also characterize various forms of inflammation for early

guidance of treatment. Moreover, functional information from MRI can be used to assess regional,

small-airway disease with sensitivity to detect small changes even in patients with mild CF. Finally,

automated quantification methods have emerged to support conventional visual analyses for more

objective and reproducible assessment of disease severity. This article aims to review the most

recent developments of lung MRI, with a focus on practical application and clinical value in CF, and

the perspectives on how these modern techniques may converge and impact patient care soon.
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has not been widely adopted for routine use.2 For airway
and lung parenchyma damage assessment, MRI has been
historically out of the scope of lung imaging because of
technical difficulties such as low proton density and
artifacts due to respiratory and cardiac motion.3 MRI
also has longer acquisition time and is less accessible and
more expensive than either chest radiograph or CT
imaging. However, technical breakthroughs have
recently emerged to dramatically improve lung MRI
quality,4 including better signal-to-noise ratio,
resolution, speed, and contrast. At the same time,
clinical care has demonstrated significant advances,
mainly due to novel treatments.5 Therefore, nowadays,
the majority of patients are not children but adults.6 It is
expected that the improvement in patient care will
further increase the ratio of patients with mild disease.
Thus, there is a growing need for tools to sensitively
detect, precisely characterize, and follow up the disease
process longitudinally.7 MRI, as a modality free from
ionizing radiation,8 is particularly appropriate for
repeated imaging over time in a patient population with
increased life expectancy.9,10 Over the last decade,
significant technical developments have been reported,
facilitating its clinical use.11 Owing to these
developments, position papers have been published to
recognize that lung MRI can be part of the routine
follow-up of patients with CF.4,12-14 Lung MRI has
proven more sensitive to assess the variation in the
disease process than pulmonary function tests and
allows for both visual and quantitative assessments.
Nevertheless, the advent of MRI as a tool to assess CF
lung disease is recent, and treating physicians may not
be aware of the new tools that are now accessible to
manage their patients. To help the physician navigate
this maze of modern lung MRI technical developments,
the most recent advancements are reviewed here. An
emphasis is made on practical clinical application to CF
and on perspectives concerning how these techniques
may converge and ultimately impact care for patients
living with CF.
Morphologic MRI of the Lung

High-Resolution Morphologic Imaging of the Lung:
What For?

For clinical management of CF-related lung disease to
be effective, the onset and progression of the lung
disease should be closely monitored. This can be done
either indirectly by monitoring lung function or more
directly by monitoring lung structure. Pulmonary
function tests (PFTs) and the lung clearance index are
2206 CHEST Reviews
considered essential tools for measuring lung function.
However, there is no doubt that the treatment of
patients with CF cannot rely on a single parameter but
is always based on a combination of information,
including imaging. For instance, imaging is part of the
diagnostic criteria to define an exacerbation15 and
allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis (ABPA).16

The German CF community has also considered
imaging to manage chronic Pseudomonas aeruginosa
infection.17 These examples of disease-modifying
conditions imply that, without an accurate imaging
modality, one piece of the puzzle may be missing for
decision-making. Moreover, imaging is an objective
criterion. A summary of the CF structural alterations
that can be identified by lung imaging is given in e-
Appendix 1. The main hallmarks in CF are, however,
bronchiectasis (ie, irreversible dilatation of the airway
lumen), wall thickening (ie, enlargement of the
bronchial wall thickness), mucus plugs (ie, secretion of
viscosity), and consolidations (ie, exudate that replaces
alveolar air).18

Nevertheless, there used to be a debate on whether high-
resolution morphologic imaging should be used as a
standard tool in CF.19,20 Opponents stated that chest
radiography is widely available, inexpensive, and easy to
do, and that reproducible scoring methods are available.
In addition, there was a lack of evidence that imaging
might affect standard management. There was also a
need to balance the benefits and risks of radiation
exposure.19

Supporters advocated that lung structure and
function represent two different types of
information. The sensitivity of chest radiography is
low. In the study by Bhalla et al,21 chest radiography
missed 91% of mucus plugs and 44% of
bronchiectasis compared with CT imaging. Tiddens20

reported that, despite some correlations, a
discrepancy between PFT and CT imaging may be
found in up to 50% of patients with CF. Recently,
Bortoluzzi et al22 showed that CT imaging but not
chest radiography induced a CF management
change, including the need for antifungal treatment,
bronchoscopy, and hospitalization. Most
importantly, with the advent of novel therapies,
there are new possibilities to change the course of
the disease outcome.5 Using repeat imaging to assess
the response to treatment objectively, the
reversibility of structural abnormalities has been
proven.10 Thus, contemporary data suggest that
radiation-free imaging at high resolution is desirable.
[ 1 5 9 # 6 CHES T J U N E 2 0 2 1 ]



High-Resolution Morphologic Imaging, Using MRI:
Is It Possible?

Broadly, the basic principle of conventional MRI is to use
radiofrequency pulses to manipulate the nuclear spins of
protons in the body’s tissues and acquire the resulting
resonance signal. Protons are plentiful in the human
body, except the lung, which is primarily filled with air.
For years, low proton density, rapid relaxation time (T2*,
w0.8 ms at 1.5 T), and motion artifacts all limited the
quality of morphologic lung MRI.23 Thus, CF-specific,
MRI scoring systems were developed at a lobar level of
precision, where wall thickening, bronchiectasis, and
mucus plugs were considered a mixed item, as a
concession to the lack of spatial resolution.24,25 Also,
many systems assume injected gadolinium contrast
agents to enhance the low lung MRI signal.

Novel MR sequences have been demonstrated to address
the issue of a rapidly decaying MR signal from the lung
parenchyma, using so-called ultrashort (UTE) or zero
(ZTE) echo-time techniques.26-29 In CF, the image
quality of UTE has been consistently reported to be
similar to that of low-dose CT imaging, at a millimeter
to submillimeter spatial resolution. It can depict all CF
structural features necessary to assess disease severity,
such as bronchial wall thickening, bronchial dilation,
Figure 1 – A-F, 3D-UTE MRI (A-C) and CT imaging (D-F) in a 16-year-old
generated from the axial (A, C) isotropic acquisitions. Open arrows indicate m
plugs; solid arrows (A, C) show a small nodular consolidation; solid arrowhe
cystic fibrosis; UTE ¼ ultrashort echo time.
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central and peripheral mucus plugs, consolidation,
atelectasis, emphysema, cysts, abscesses, or a mosaic
pattern.27,30 Conversely, all of these features were
underestimated by conventional MR sequences,
especially mucus-free bronchiectasis.25,30 Still, the
detection of normal airways in the lung periphery, using
UTE, is inferior to that of CT imaging. However, when
the airways are diseased, the visibility of airway wall
thickening up to the peripheral lung has been shown.29

Therefore, three-dimensional (3D)-UTE MRI is now
generally accepted for in vivo assessment of the severity
of structural alterations, with the possibility to apply CT
imaging scoring systems27,30,31 at a segmental level of
precision. Technical solutions have reduced the
acquisition time down to 4 to 6 min26,31 in free-
breathing. Novel respiratory synchronization systems
allow removing motion artifacts, standardizing the lung
volume of acquisition without needing an external
device, or repeat breath-hold maneuvers. Furthermore,
no gadolinium contrast injection is required. Images in
all planes can be reconstructed from the same single 3D
isotropic MR acquisition (Fig 1). Also, variant sequence
schemes have been published, but these technical
differences were shown not to modify the assessment of
a visual CT imaging score.31
girl with CF. Sagittal (B, E) and coronal (C, F) reconstructions can be
ucus-free bronchiectasis; open arrowheads (A, C) show peripheral mucus
ads (C, F) indicate central mucus plugs. 3D ¼ three-dimensional; CF ¼
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In the past, a consensus surrounding morphologic
imaging in CF could not be reached regarding a high-
resolution or a radiation-free modality. 3D-UTE MRI
might solve this problem because CT imaging scoring
systems can be applied to MRI.4 Because the
nonionizing nature may promote more frequent use,
one could discuss that imaging is recommended at least
once per year in CF,19 whereas specific conditions are
prone to increase the need for imaging, such as
exacerbation or ABPA.

Automated Quantification of Structural
Abnormalities

Despite its clinical usefulness, any visual reader score in
CF is inherently subjective, that is, dependent on the
training of the reader, and only moderately
reproducible.32 Therefore, complementary software-
based quantitative tools have been emphasized to enable
objective and reproducible assessment for more
standardized evaluation. Three-dimensional
measurement of the central bronchial tree, at functional
residual capacity,33 or the amount of emphysema34 (Fig
2) has been proven using 3D-UTE. A quantitative
volumetric measurement of structural abnormalities by
UTE also demonstrated clinical relevance to
discriminate CF with exacerbation and to detect their
longitudinal improvement after a 1-year follow-up,
although PFT results were found to be stable.35

Perspectives

First, MRI acquisition time could be reduced in the near
future. Using clinical 1.5-T MRI scanners and newly
Figure 2 – 3D-UTE MRI using a coronal reformation in a 32-year-old man
arrows show normal lung parenchyma areas. B, The volume of hyposignal i
described in Benlala et al,34 and shown as the orange mask. 3D ¼ three-dim
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developed metamaterials, Duan et al36 have reported a
dramatic decrease in acquisition time of up to 13.9-fold.
The promising application of this potentially game-
changing technology to lung MRI has not been reported
yet. Moreover, reports have shown that, at a field
strength of 0.55 T, there are fewer susceptibility artifacts
than at standard field strengths.37
MRI of Airway Inflammation

Beyond Morphologic Imaging

Studies using BAL showed that considerable
inflammation exists in patients with CF early in life
compared with control subjects.38 However, lung
structural abnormalities are shared commonly across the
various forms of inflammation requiring different
treatments.39 Besides, PFT results correlate poorly with
the inflammatory status.40 BAL is the standard of
reference to assess airway inflammation, but it is
invasive.40 Sputum biomarkers have been proposed, but
their variability is high.41 Moreover, PET-CT imaging
has been described, but its use may be limited to
research investigations.42

An interesting feature of MRI could be its ability to
characterize inflammatory processes to help guide
treatment. Tissue contrast in MRI is obtained by varying
two main parameters, the repetition time (TR) and the
echo time (TE).43 Typically, MR images with short TR
and TE are considered T1 weighted (T1w), whereas
images with a long TR and TE are T2 weighted (T2w).
Combining these two allows more sensitive and/or
with CF. A, Solid arrows show areas of advanced emphysema, and open
ntensities can be automatically quantified by a curve-fitting method, as
ensional; CF ¼ cystic fibrosis; UTE ¼ ultrashort echo time.
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specific characterization of the tissue components by
considering their endogenous contrast information.
Another technical possibility is diffusion imaging.44

Using this technique, an acute consolidation is prone to
have a high diffusion coefficient,45 whereas tissues
within a highly cellularized environment, such as pus
within an abscess, may display lower coefficients of
diffusion.46

MRI to Track Active Inflammation

The more recent literature indicates that MRI could
target, and be used to follow up, areas of active
inflammation4,13,14,47-49 (Fig 3). This paradigm has
become relevant in the context of novel CF treatments to
target potentially reversible lesions. For instance, using
visual scores, it has been shown that abnormalities with
high T2w signal intensity are increased in patients with
CF experiencing a pulmonary exacerbation47,49 and,
conversely, are decreased after antibiotic treatment.47,49

A correlation with biological markers of inflammation
has been reported.49 High T2w signal intensity is
mediated by an increase in either water and/or cellular
content. Although this cannot discriminate between
mucus plugs, vasogenic edema, cytotoxic edema, cellular
infiltration, or pneumonia, all of these features are likely
related to CF inflammation49 (Fig 4). It was also shown
that an inflammatory hyper-T2 signal intensity can be
seen without any associated visible structural
abnormality48 (Fig 3).

Although bronchiectasis has been emphasized as a
pivotal feature to assess the severity of CF and its
worsening,2 studies have demonstrated that
bronchiectasis is mainly a nonreversible alteration,
highlighted in studies of ivacaftor.10 Therefore, from a
therapeutic point of view, bronchiectasis may not be the
Figure 3 – A and B, Axial CT imaging (A) and T2-weighted MRI (B) in a 9-y
no structural difference can be seen in the right and left segmental bronchi (a
the bronchial walls (arrows) and a hilar lymph node (asterisk), showing the

chestjournal.org
most relevant feature to follow up as compared with the
reversible alterations, which are accurately detected by
T2w MRI. Nevertheless, the signal intensity of a lesion
may be subjective in evaluation.49 A recent report has
shown that fully automated quantification can be
achieved (Fig 4).48

MRI to Characterize Bronchial Inflammation

MRI seems able to differentiate various forms of
inflammation, such as infectious inflammation4,13,44,47,48

and allergic inflammation,2,4,11,50-53 and this
discrimination may have direct clinical implications for
treatment (ie, antibiotics vs corticosteroids16,54). This
has been demonstrated in the context of allergic
bronchopulmonary aspergillosis (ABPA), which affects
up to 15% of patients with CF. Assessment of ABPA
status is internationally recommended during the
routine annual follow-up of CF.16 Nevertheless, the
diagnosis of ABPA is often difficult and delayed because
clinical, immunologic, and radiologic data may overlap
with other infectious processes. Therefore, the lack of
improvement after a therapeutic antibiotic test is
considered part of the diagnostic criteria of ABPA in
CF.16 However, guidelines indicate that by using CT
imaging, it is possible to detect an alteration in mucus
attenuation, the so-called high-attenuation mucus
(HAM), a 100% specific criterion for ABPA.55 Using a
combination of T1w and T2w MRI sequences, the so-
called inverted mucoid impaction signal (IMIS) has been
described50,51 and was consistently recognized as a
surrogate for HAM in both CF2,11,50,52,56 and non-CF
conditions.51,53,57 Indeed, infectious inflammation
displays water-like signal intensity (low T1w and high
T2w signal intensity43). Conversely, IMIS refers to
mucus impactions with a complete reversal of MR
ear-old girl with CF and a period of exacerbation. A, Using CT imaging,
rrows). B, Using MRI, there is a higher right-sided T2 signal intensity of
localization of inflammation. CF ¼ cystic fibrosis.
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Figure 4 – A-D, T2-weighted MRI in a 28-year-old woman during pulmonary exacerbation (A, C) and then 4 weeks after antibiotic treatment (B, D). A
and B, Samples of 2D axial slices; C and D, volume of lesions. The vertical bar in (C) represents the signal intensity range, in milliseconds. In (A), the
large arrow indicates bronchoceles, the thin arrows show peripheral mucus plugs, the arrowhead indicates atelectasis, and the star indicates bronchial
wall thickening, and asterisk indicates a hilar lymph node. After treatment, there is a marked reduction of the volume and signal intensity of the
reversible inflammatory lesions (B-D). 2D ¼ two-dimensional.
appearance, with high T1w and low T2w signal
intensity50,51 (Fig 5). In a study performed in 18 CF
patients with ABPA and 90 CF patients without ABPA,
the sensitivity of IMIS to diagnose CF with ABPA was
shown to be 94% (95% CI, 73%-99%) and the specificity
was shown to be 100% (95% CI, 96%-100%).50

Interestingly, IMIS was absent in CF patients without
ABPA but in whom colonization or sensitization to
Aspergillus fumigatus was present. Importantly, IMIS
Figure 5 – A-C, Axial CT imaging (A), axial T1-weighted MRI (B), and T2-we
is an infiltrate in the middle lobe (arrow). B and C, Using MRI, a “V”-shap
weighted signal intensity (C) can be seen. This IMIS sign is specific to ABPA
IMIS ¼ inverted mucus impaction signal.

2210 CHEST Reviews
was cleared after oral corticosteroid treatment. The high
prevalence of mucus abnormalities in ABPA was also
confirmed in another CT imaging study,39 further
indicating that the prevalence is higher in CF than in
non-CF asthma. To date, Agarwal et al53 have recently
introduced IMIS as the MR counterpart of HAM to
diagnose ABPA. However, further refinement of the
diagnostic accuracy, and notably the sensitivity, should
be allowed by an ongoing multicenter trial.58
ighted MRI (C) in a 10-year-old boy with CF. A, Using CT imaging, there
ed bronchocele with high T1-weighted signal intensity (B) and low T2-
. ABPA ¼ allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis; CF ¼ cystic fibrosis;
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Figure 6 – A-I, Coronal chest radiographs (A, D, E, I) and axial MRI using T2 weighting (B, F), T1 weighting (C, G), and mapping of the coefficient of
diffusion (H) in a 30-year-old woman with CF. Panels from the top and bottom rows were acquired during two different exacerbations. In the top row,
there is a lung infiltrate in the left lung (A) with an IMIS sign, which was cured with oral corticosteroids (D). In the bottom row, there is another
infiltrate in the left lower lobe (E). This time, MRI shows typical features of an abscess with hypointense air surrounded by a restriction of diffusion
(open arrows in F, G, H). The abscess was cured by antibiotic therapy (I). ABPA ¼ allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis; CF ¼ cystic fibrosis;
IMIS ¼ inverted mucus impaction signal.
Diffusion MRI has also been reported to detect
inflammatory modifications of the lung.44 However,
whether a reduction in the diffusion coefficient may be
specific to active inflammation remains unproven.45 In
some instances, diffusion images can help characterize
lung abscesses44,45 requiring intensive antibiotic therapy
(Fig 6).
Functional MRI of the Lung

Imaging of Lung Function

Structural imaging and its characterization using
endogenous contrast relate mainly to central airways.
To obtain a full picture of CF lung disease, additional
techniques are required to assess the small airways, an
important site of involvement in CF, which is beyond
the spatial resolution of any imaging modality for a
direct assessment. These alterations were proven to
occur early in the onset and progression of CF.47

However, many young children with CF have only
small, early structural changes, with normal
spirometry, and will have spirometric declines only
after puberty.59
chestjournal.org
Contrast-Enhanced MRI of Lung Ventilation

One of the early strategies in pulmonary MRI to sidestep
the low proton density of the lung parenchyma was the
use of hyperpolarized noble gases (eg, 3He and 129Xe) as
inhaled contrast agents.60,61 In the absence of airway
obstruction, the inhaled gas distributes equally
throughout both lungs; however, with airway
obstruction, the gas flow is lessened or completely
blocked during a near-tidal inspiration (Fig 7). These
ventilation deficits can be quantified, most often as a
ventilation defect percentage, that is, the percentage of
lung volume below a determined signal intensity
threshold. The field has pivoted to the more readily
available 129Xe gas.62 Most importantly, numerous
groups have shown that hyperpolarized gas MRI is
exquisitely sensitive to early airway obstruction in
patients with CF and normal spirometry, and has higher
sensitivity than PFT or the lung clearance index.59,63

Nevertheless, the process of hyperpolarization requires
costly hardware and skilled personnel. Therefore, other
inhalational techniques have been investigated, although
at an early stage of development, such as oxygen-
enhanced64 proton MRI or perfluorinated compounds.65
2211
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Figure 7 – A and B, Axial hyperpolarized 129Xe ventilation MR images in a pediatric patient with CF at baseline (A) and 224 days later (B). Ventilation
in the superior lungs is uniform and remains unchanged; however, ventilation deficits in the inferior lungs worsen at follow-up (arrows). A small defect
in the posterior right lung at baseline (arrowhead) appears to improve at follow-up. CF ¼ cystic fibrosis.
However, as for hyperpolarized gases, the latter requires
additional dedicated coils and multinuclear acquisition,
which is not supported on all clinical MR scanners.

Contrast-Enhanced MRI of Perfusion

One of the most documented applications of functional
MRI has been MRI of perfusion in chronic airway
disease, using an injection of gadolinium contrast agent.
It has been proposed that such evaluation may be part of
assessing CF disease severity. Variations under
treatment and applicability to children down to 2 to 3
years of age have been consistently demonstrated.47

Nevertheless, developing a non-contrast-enhanced MR
technique would increase clinical applicability.66

Non-Contrast-Enhanced Functional MRI

A promising development of functional proton MRI is via
Fourier decomposition and related methods.67 This
technique is done with a free-breathing patient in normal
room air, and allows the generation of ventilation- and
perfusion-weighted maps without any contrast agent (Fig
Figure 8 – A and B, Ventilation (A) and perfusion (B) maps, using a 2D non
CF. The 2D coronal slice was acquired in 2 min. Entire lung coverage would
done. Note the possibility of mismatches between the maps, indicating two dif
have not been fully elucidated. In panel A, white arrows indicate ventilation
David Bondesson and Julien Dinkel, University Hospital, Munich, Germany

2212 CHEST Reviews
8). The technique has been validated vs hyperpolarized
3He and dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI.68

Elastic registration of proton density-weighted
sequences between inspiration and expiration has also
shown a promising application to quantify parenchymal
involvement.69 However, the sensitivity to detect early
forms of the disease and variations over time may
require further evaluation.

Functional MRI of the Lung: Which One?

It is noticeable that all of the functional techniques
eventually aim at assessing the small airways. Although
perfusion and ventilation maps have a significant but
imperfect correlation between each other,70 there is no
evidence that using perfusion, ventilation, or both may
be superior for management. Thus, a single modality is
generally used.

The use of a contrast agent is also a matter of specific
regulations or varies among countries (Table 1,
footnote). To date, gadolinium chelate injection and
uniform Fourier decomposition MR technique, in a 12-year-old boy with
have required 12 slices. No contrast product injection or inhalation was
ferent kinds of information. To date, the implications of this observation
defects. In panel B, white arrows indicate perfusion defects. (Courtesy of
.)
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TABLE 1 ] Proposal for Flexible Lung Magnetic Resonance Protocol in Cystic Fibrosis

Core Protocol Sequence
Contrast Agent
Enhancement

Acquisition
Time Expected Information Typical Use

Morphology 3D-UTE or 3D-
ZTE

None 4-6 min High-resolution
morphology with 3D
reformations

Routine

Endogenous
contrast

T1w None 15 s T1 contrast
Characterization of
inflammation

Routine

T2w None 2-4 min for
2D
sequence

T2 contrast Routine

8-10 min
for 3D
sequence

Detection,
characterization,
quantification of
active inflammation

Additional
sequences

Perfusion Contrast- or non-
contrast-
enhanced
sequence

If yes,
gadolinium
chelate
injection

5-30 min Quantification of
perfusion defects

Research,a IRB
approval needed for
contrast product
injection

Ventilation Contrast- or non-
contrast-
enhanced
sequence

If yes, 129Xe
(or oxygen
of 19F)

5-30 min Quantification of
ventilation defects

Research,a IRB
approval needed for
contrast product
inhalation

Diffusion DWI None 5-20 min Characterization of
abscess

Routine, according to
context

Quantification of
inflammation

Researcha

2D ¼ two-dimensional; 3D ¼ three-dimensional; DWI ¼ diffusion-weighted imaging; IRB ¼ institutional review board; T1w ¼ T1 weighted; T2w ¼ T2
weighted; UTE ¼ ultrashort echo time; ZTE ¼ zero echo time.
aLung MRI in cystic fibrosis is a recent, trained, and expert activity. Therefore, the classification as “routine” or “research” may vary according to country
regulations, institutional review board policy, and local technical availability. Gadolinium chelate injection is used routinely in Germany. Xenon-129
inhalation is considered for clinical use in the United Kingdom, and Food and Drug Administration approval is pending in the United States.
Conversely, oxygen and 19F are used for research purposes only. In this table, the core protocol does not require a hardware change, can be performed in <

15 min, and is likely to be applicable across institutions without any concern about radiation and contrast product safety.
129Xe MRI are the most well-studied functional imaging
modalities, with the most well-documented evidence of
their clinical meaningfulness.

Apart from ventilation and/or perfusion defects, 129Xe
has demonstrated potential in the assessment of new
MR-specific biomarkers such as gas diffusion71 and gas
exchange parameters.72 However, no study related to
these MR features has been reported in CF yet.

Using Lung MRI in CF

Proposal for a Framework for Lung MR Protocols

A proposal for a flexible MR protocol is summarized in
Table 1. The rationale is to take advantage of all the
most recent developments and to enhance MRI as a
multiparameter tool of investigation, in reasonable
acquisition time.
chestjournal.org
First, the core MR protocol relies on a 3D-UTE or 3D-
ZTE sequence, which has been recognized as the
modality of choice to obtain 3D high-resolution
morphologic imaging using proton MRI.13

Second, additional information on airway inflammation
can be obtained using T2w (4 min) and T1w (15 s)
sequences.4 Of note, the use of a single weighting may
miss important information, because an intrabronchial
hypo-T2 structure may correspond to either air or IMIS.
Conversely, a hyper-T1 structure may sometimes be
challenging to detect when the same contrast is
homogeneously distributed to all mucus plugs. Thus, a
combination of these two features is mandatory.

Third, insight into small-airway involvement should be
attained, using a functional imaging technique. This
latter feature provides an opportunity to quantify
2213
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TABLE 2 ] Suggestions for Clinical Use of Lung MRI in Cystic Fibrosis

When? Pros and Cons Rationale for Clinical Use

Yearly follow-up Radiation exposure

þ Radiation-free lifelong management

Availability

þ/– Anticipation of a yearly occurrence needed

Cost

– More expensive than chest radiography or CT imaging

Clinical relevance

þ High-resolution scoring of structural abnormalities

þ Characterization of airway inflammation

þ Annual evaluation of ABPA status

� Repetition of testing possible without radiation

� IMIS as a specific surrogate for HAM

þ Functional evaluation of small airways

Emergency situation Radiation exposure

þ Radiation-free short-term follow-up

Availability

– Lack of availability of MRI in ICU

Cost

– More expensive than chest radiography or CT imaging

Clinical relevance

þ/– Chest radiography may be sufficient for large, acute abnormalities

þ Secondary characterization, according to context

Clinical research Radiation exposure

þ Longitudinal study design

þ Imaging of healthy control subjects

Availability

þ/– Anticipation of the research protocol timing needed

Cost

– More expensive than chest radiography or CT imaging

Clinical relevance

þ MRI-specific, noninvasive multiparameter tools

þ Sensitivity to detect longitudinal variation

þ Automated reproducible quantifications

þ, pro; –, con; þ/–, neutral consideration; ABPA ¼ allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis; HAM ¼ high-attenuation mucus; IMIS ¼ inverted mucus
impaction signal.
alterations beyond the spatial resolution of any imaging
modality.

Additional information about the lung MRI procedure,
notably to avoid issues related to respiratory motions, is
provided in e-Appendix 2.
Implementing MRI in CF: When, Pros and Cons?

The suggestion of a rationale for using lung MRI,
notably the routine annual follow-up, is provided in
2214 CHEST Reviews
Table 2. The aim of this review is not to build any
recommendation or a guideline but to provide a state-of-
the-art review of MRI. However, it may be worth
discussing how a practical implementation of lung MRI
in CF could be envisioned, considering both the
advantages and drawbacks of the technique. Three main
fields of clinical application can be distinguished: the
yearly follow-up, emergency situations, and clinical
research. To assess disease severity, several visual scoring
methods have been proposed in the literature.2,21,24,27,32
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However, none of them has been recognized worldwide.
Thus, we would strongly encourage the development
and adoption of fully automated quantitative
measurements, for standardization of results and
practices. Therefore, reporting both a visual score and
quantitative automated measurements may be the best
complementary approach.

In addition, other imaging modalities, such as CT
imaging, are experiencing significant breakthroughs,
including novel sensitive, quantitative scorings, which
were proven better than the conventional visual
scores73,74 and standardization of evaluations.75 Also,
the spatial resolution of MRI remains much less than
that of CT imaging. For instance, CT imaging can
quantify airway wall thickening up the tenth bronchial
generation.74 Moreover, CT imaging is less expensive,
more widely available than MRI, and faster in
acquisition. A description of the extent to which various
imaging modalities may prove complementary in the
years to come is beyond the scope of this MRI review.

Conclusion/Perspective: Toward
Five-Dimensional Lung MRI
In the early 1900s, cubism was a revolutionary approach
to represent reality in painting. A single vanishing point
to create an illusion of three dimensions was rejected,
and different views were brought together to develop
novel representations of reality. An analogy to cubism
can be made with MRI of CF, where the assessment can
be performed by 3D imaging, but adding functional
temporal information (4D) and regional signal intensity
contrasts (5D) for more comprehensive clinical
evaluation.

Expected advances include larger MR scanners, 0.55-T
MR scans, noiseless sequences, improved resolution,
lower acquisition times, and automated quantification.
Although multicenter standardization trials are
ongoing,76 lung MRI is still at the fringe of routine
applications, and its recommendation in the clinical
setting of CF is new.12-14 Thus, a clinical application may
require specific knowledge, training, and expertise. Soon,
5D-MRI of the lung may benefit from the advent of
artificial intelligence, where combinations of complex
multiparameter information may be possible, beyond
standard human capacity, to help better predict
outcomes.

In summary, lung MRI is clinically applicable and yet
still rapidly developing. The results of ongoing trials and
continued improvements in pulmonary MRI methods
chestjournal.org
will likely prompt updated modifications of current
position statements.
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